
Fall Conferences 2019
Parent-Teacher Conferences are coming up! We 

are continuing with a more flexible version of 
conferences in terms of the communication 

format and the time frame in which they are to 
be completed.

I sent  home a pink note for you to sign and 
return regarding the selected conference 

format. Please find that asap and turn it into 
me if you haven’t done so yet! I will confirm 

your time and date with you after I receive your 
preference.

Dates to Remember

10/8 - 10/16 
Conferences

10/18 - No School
Teacher PD Day

10/25 - ½ Day, end of 
1st Marking Period

This Week’s Raider 
of the Week…

Megan
Congratulations, 

Megan!
Thank you for using your 

Raider PRIDE!
You may bring in a photo or an 

item to show the class that’s 
special to you so we can get to 

know you better :)
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Reminders for You

Out Monday: As of right now, the plan is for me to be at a training on 
Monday, so the kiddos will have a guest teacher! They have a “Hixson 
Guest Teacher Challenge” where they have a chance to earn a prize 
that we voted on. Ask your kiddo about what they can do as a whole 
group to earn their Raider Birds! How can they help each other use 
their PRIDE to stay on task and earn as many birds as possible?

Wonders: Next week, we are reviewing some of our Wonders ELA 
material. Visit the past newsletters on my website to review spelling 
words, vocabulary words, and other concepts as we focus more on our 
writing this upcoming week :)



Next Week’s Specials
(B Week)

M- Gym
T- Music
W- Gym

Th- Art & Technology
F- Gym & Library
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Our Growth Mindset
Phrase of the Week:

Believe you can...and you are 
halfway there!

Words We Practiced This Week:

Please practice reading and spelling these words. 
Focus on the vowels used and what sound the 

vowels make in the word.
This week: s and r blends 

stamp grab spill drip

spin drop grass branch

This week’s High 
Frequency Words:

run

two

jump

move

Raider PRIDE: Playground

PREPARED - Do you need your jacket? Do you need to use the 
restroom before you go outside?

RESPECTFUL - Take turns on the equipment and share the fun! 
Play by the rules of the games; be fair and use kind language :)

IN CONTROL - Watch where your hands and feet are.

DETERMINED -  Be aware of when it’s time to line up, listen for 
the whistle and quickly, yet safely, get in line with your class.

ENGAGED - Think about playground safety, but have fun! Stay in 
your class line once you’ve lined up and be ready to head in.


